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An analysis of the mechanism of Kerr effect enhancement in Mn/Dy/Bi
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A study is reported of the structural, magnetic, and magneto-optic properties of Mn/Dy/Bi films
obtained by multilayer technology. The maximum Kerr rotation angle in such films is
shown to beuk52.25°. Possible reasons for such a large Kerr effect enhancement are considered,
namely, an increase in the 6p– 3d transition probability caused by symmetry distortion,
polarization of the Bi6p band, and a change in the density of states near the Fermi level. The
latter reason has been analyzed by simulating the electronic structure of Mn/Dy/Bi
through superposition of Dy levels on the MnBi band structure. This approach has revealed
possible additional transitions which may be induced by the presence of a Dy buffer and could
contribute to the Kerr magneto-optic effect. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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MnBi polycrystalline films were one of the first mate
rials1 in which a large room-temperature Kerr effect (uk

50.7°) was observed2. Mn/Dy/Bi films, obtained presently
by multilayer technology, exhibit, besides a reduction
mean crystallite size to 15 nm and an increased perpend
lar anisotropy, a rotation angle of 2.25°~Ref. 3!, which is of
considerable interest from both scientific and applicatio
standpoints. Experiment shows that incorporation into
bulk of the film of such impurities as Ti,4 Zn, Te,5 Sb,6 V,
Cr, Cu, Ni,7 Ag, Au, In, Pt,8 as well as of Dy,9 results in
degradation of the magneto-optic~MO! properties. While Al
doping enhances the Kerr effect8,10 up to 2°, it reduces at the
same time the perpendicular anisotropy by one half. Us
Sm, Ce, and Pr11 as dopants permits one to obtain rotati
angles of 2 to 2.5°, but the hysteresis loop rectangula
ratio becomes less than unity.

Self-consistent calculations of the MnBi spin-polariz
band structure, in which spin-orbit interaction was cons
ered as a perturbation, showed that the main contributio
the MO effect should come from Bi6p↓→ Mn3d↓ transi-
tions.12 Relativistic electronic-structure calculations made
the local density-functional augmented spherical-wa
~LDA–ASW! approximation yield a spectral response of t
Kerr effect in MnBi which agrees well with experiment.13,14

Using this approach in an analysis of the microscopic na
of the Kerr effect in MnBi permitted one to relate its larg
values to a combination of the fairly large magnetic mom
on Mn, a strong spin-orbit Bi coupling, which is believed
be ten times larger than that in 3d metals,15 and a strong
hybridization between the Mnd band and Bip states14. A
theoretic consideration13,16 of the effect of impurities on the
Kerr effect shows that their presence gives rise to a chang
Mn magnetization and Bi spin-orbit coupling16 and a redis-
tribution of the density of states near the Fermi level a
affects the hybridization,13,16while the magnitude of the MO
effect depends to a considerable extent on the position o
impurity atoms in the MnBi cell~Ref. 13!. The latter conclu-
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sion is consistent with cluster-model calculations17. An
analysis of experimental data gives one grounds to ass
that the relative significance of the above contributions to
Kerr effect is determined by the characteristics of t
dopant.8,11

This work reports an investigation of the structural, ma
netic, and magneto-optic properties of Mn/Dy/Bi films an
analyzes the mechanism responsible for the considerable
hancement of the Kerr effect (uk52.25°) observed in these
films.

1. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Mn/Dy/Bi films were prepared by successive depositi
of alternating Bi, Dy, Mn, Dy etc. layers on glass substra
at room temperature in a vacuum of 331026 Torr.18 Imme-
diately after the deposition, the samples were annealed
vacuum of 531026 Torr at a temperature of 250–270 °C
The anneal times were chosen 60, 30, 15, and 7 min, dep
ing on the thickness and number of layers.19 The thicknesses
of the Bi and Mn layers were chosen so as to satisfy the
atomic ratio, and varied within the 12.5–100-nm interval f
Bi, and from 4 to 39 nm for Mn. The Dy layer thickness w
varied from 3 to 40 nm.

The structural properties of the films were studied
transmission electron microscopy. The chemical composi
and thickness of the samples were determined by spe
fluorescence analysis. Auger spectra permitted measuring
distribution of components through the thickness. Chem
bonding was derived from X-ray photoelectron~XPS! spec-
tra. The saturation magnetization (Ms) and the perpendicula
anisotropy constant (Ku) were measured with a torsion mag
netometer. The polar Kerr-effect rotation (uk) and its spec-
tral response were obtained from the side of the substra
room temperature on a magneto-optic setup in fields of u
16 kOe. The coercive force (Hc) was extracted from Kerr
hysteresis loops.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The characteristics of Mn/Dy/Bi films optimized i
thickness and number of layers in the starting condition w
as follows: average crystallite size 15 nm,Hc56 kOe, Ku

513107 erg/cm3, and uk52.25° for l5633 nm. Before
annealing, these films consisted of alternating Bi, Dy, a
Mn layers of thickness 49.5, 5, and 17 nm, respectively, w
the total number of layers being seven. They were anne
at 270 °C for 30 min.

A comparative analysis of the crystalline structure
these films and of MnBi films fabricated by standa
technology20 shows that the considerable decrease in crys
lite size in the former is due to introducing Dy as a buffe
After annealing, MnBi films contain a lot of large crystallite
250–400 nm in size, with some of them measuring 100
3000 nm. The average size of crystallites in structurally
timum Mn/Dy/Bi films decreases after annealing from 300
15 nm, i.e., by nearly two orders of magnitude compared
MnBi. The electron diffraction patterns of Mn/Dy/Bi film
obtained before annealing show Bi, Dy, and Mn to be po
crystalline, with the average size of Bi and Mn crystallit
about 300 nm, and that of Dy crystallites, an order of m
nitude smaller. After the annealing, one observes besides
newly formed MnBi phase a small volume fraction of M
and Bi as a free phase. Annealing reduces considerably
volume fraction of pure Dy, which may be due to its inco
poration into the MnBi lattice. Formation of Dy compound
with oxygen and/or Mn oxide is also possible, which fin
support in the presence of a DyMnO3 reflection in the elec-
tron diffraction patterns and XPS spectra. These spectra
veal the presence of Bi and Mn in metallic state, and D
both in metallic and oxidized states.

Figure 1 shows an Auger depth profile of a Mn/Dy/
film showing that the distribution of each component is s
ficiently uniform throughout the volume of the film. The e
hanced content of oxygen and dysprosium in the ne
surface and near-substrate regions can be attributed
tendency characteristic of RE elements to migrate to the
surface and become oxidized there.21

A detailed analysis of the structural features of M
Dy/Bi compared with MnBi films permits a conclusion th
multilayer technology favors formation of a fine-graine

FIG. 1. Auger depth profile of a Mn/Dy/Bi film.
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crystalline structure.3 Doping with Dy by sandwiching the
corresponding buffer layer favors a more uniform distrib
tion of Dy atoms in the bulk of the film in the course o
annealing and their incorporation in the crystal lattice, a
there are grounds to assume that they preferably occupy
termediate positions in the MnBi cell and/or substitute
Bi,11 but not for Mn~Ref. 4!. One cannot exclude a possibi
ity that a small fraction of Dy segregates to form a separ
phase rather than entering a solid solution. If the conten
the Dy dopant is small, this phase will apparently beco
distributed over MnBi grain boundaries, and for large co
tents pure Dy inclusions will appear.

Figure 2 presents a room-temperature hysteresis loo
a Mn/Dy/Bi film with optimum parameters. A compariso
with the loop of a MnBi film obtained by us by standa
technology indicates that a Dy buffer improves considera
the hysteresis-loop rectangularity ratio, which for all the M
Dy/Bi films is unity. Table I lists the magnetic and magnet
optic parameters of Mn/Dy/Bi films having different thick
nesses and number of layers before anneal. Also prese
are the parameters of MnBiDy and MnBi films fabricated
us using standard technology, and the relevant data avail
from the literature. As seen from Table I, the Kerr rotati
angle for all Mn/Dy/Bi films is larger than that quoted fo
MnBi. The largest valueuk was measured in the above
mentioned films with optimum parameters. The MO rotati
in films prepared by us by conventional Dy doping at t
equivalent percentage level is smaller, 0.35°~Table I!. Figure
3 shows the spectral response ofuk for Mn/Dy/Bi films,
which is seen to peak aroundl5633 nm. This maximum is
slightly shifted toward shorter wavelengths compared to
corresponding relation for MnBi films also displayed in th
figure.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Note the large Kerr rotation angle in Mn/Dy/Bi films
whose maximum value exceeds by 1.5 times the value
tained by us in MnBi films~Table I!. As already mentioned
Kerr rotation depends on the spin-orbit coupling, magneti
tion, and density of states.15 Our measurements showed th
the magnetization of Mn/Dy/Bi films is about 30% less th
that of our MnBi films. This may be due to a large extent

FIG. 2. Hysteresis loops of~1! Mn/Dy/Bi and ~2! MnBi films.
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TABLE I. Magnetic and magneto-optic properties of Mn/Dy/Bi, MnBiDy, and MnBi films.

Composition

Thickness Total
number
of layers

Anneal time,
min

Hc ,
kOe

Ms ,
G

Ku•1027,
erg/cm3

uk ,
degBi, nm Mn, nm Dy, nm

Mn/Dy/Bi 49.5 17 5 3 30 2 485 1 1.5
Mn/Dy/Bi 49.5 17 20 3 60 5 – – 1.4
Mn/Dy/Bi 50 18 4 7 30 1.6 520 1.2 1.9
Mn/Dy/Bi 104 39 5 3 60 4.7 320 0.7 1.0
Mn/Dy/Bi 49.5 17 5 7 30 6 330 1.4 2.25
MnBiDy 148 30 8 0.35
MnBi 148 60 3.5 400 1.4 1.3
MnBi @13# 148 300 0.8 620 20 0.7
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the formation of a fine-grained crystalline structure.17 Calcu-
lations suggest that incorporation of an impurity, e.g. Al,
MnBi results in a decrease in the spin-orbit coupling beca
of the impurity and Bi states becoming hybridized.16 It thus
appears hardly likely that the former two reasons could c
tribute to the increase ofuk , and the explanation should b
sought rather in a change of the electronic structure indu
by the presence of a Dy buffer.

To picture more clearly the mechanism of Kerr effe
enhancement, consider the MnBi band structure,12 whose
calculated density of states is shown in Fig. 4a24c. We
readily see that the Bi6p↓→ Mn3d↓ optic transitions with
energies of 1.5–2 eV have the highest probability. Quant
tive calculations support this conclusion.13,14 The calculated
spectral response passes through a maximum at 1.8
which agrees with both our~Fig. 3! and other available ex
perimental data.

Phenomenological consideration identifies Kerr rotat
with the off-diagonal term of the optical conductivit
tensor15

uk5
4p

v
ReF sxy

~12~n1 ik !2!~n1 ik !
G , ~1!

wheren1 ik is the complex refractive index at frequencyv.
Several microscopic-scale mechanisms can be propose
account for the large Kerr effect in Mn/Dy/Bi films, whic
may lead to an increase ofsxy in the presence of a Dy
buffer:

1. As already mentioned, the large Kerr effect in Mn
may be due to the 6p– 3d electronic transitions~see Fig.

FIG. 3. uk dispersion relations for~1! Mn/Dy/Bi and ~2! MnBi films.
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4a24c!, whose matrix elements entersxy . Incorporation of
Dy atoms in the MnBi lattice may distort the symmetry a
give rise to the associated increase in the 6p– 3d transition
probability, i.e., to an increase of the corresponding ma
elements. The symmetry is distorted when impurity ato
occupy intermediate positions in the MnBi cell.13 As already
pointed out, Dy atoms in Mn/Dy/Bi films have a higher pro
ability to occupy intermediate positions, and this may be o

FIG. 4. MnBi densities of states.12 ~a! joint DOS, ~b! density of Mn3d
states,~c! density of Bi6p states. The vertical arrows in Figs. 4–6 refer
spin direction.
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of the reasons for the enhanced Kerr effect. Our MnBi
films prepared by codeposition of the components, the c
ditions favoring substitution of Dy atoms for Mn,4 exhibit a
substantially smalleruk ~Table I!.

2. The off-diagonal term of the optical-conductivity te
sor can be expanded in terms depending on electron
orientation15

sxy5sxy~↑ ↑ !1sxy~↓ ↓ !1sxy~↑ ↓ !1sxy~↓ ↑ ! . ~2!

A comparison of the energy dependences of these te
shows that transitions involving spin mixing yield an insi
nificant contribution, and calculations13 suggest that the
magneto-optic transition in MnBi is dominated by transitio
from the 6p spin-down state of Bi to 3d-Mn spin-down
states. As seen from Fig. 4b, the Mn3d band is totally po-
larized, and impurities should not affect it noticeably. A
analysis of the electronic structure of MnBiAl films leads
the conclusion that Al doping gives rise to a considera
polarization of the Bi6p band, i.e., to an increase in th
number of 6p spin-down electrons and spin-up holes, a
that this should enhance the MO effect.17 Dysprosium in
Mn/Dy/Bi films could act in this way. The mechanism u
derlying this interaction may be hybridization of the Dy4f
and 5d states with the Bi6p states~Fig. 4b!, which increases
the density of states of Bi below the Fermi level, and this
its turn, should result in an increase of the optical transit
probability.

3. The discussion of the Kerr effect in Mn/Dy/Bi film
can be facilitated by simulating the electronic structure
this system through superposition of Dy levels on the Mn
band structure. The REs and d electrons in the compoun
form metallic bonds, whereas the 4f electrons can apparentl
be considered in a single-impurity approximation as an
semble of isolated~disregarding hybridization with Mn and
Bi! local terms. These terms can shift relative to those of
pure metal. According to XPS data, this shift depends on
percentage content of the RE element,22 and for Tb21Fe79

amorphous films, for instance, is about 1 eV~Ref. 23!. It is
believed to be due tod-state hybridization between Fe an
Tb.23 The spectrum of Tb21Fe79 contains a low-energy maxi
mum with a binding energy of 2–3 eV corresponding
Tb4f electrons. For low binding energies,Eb'123 eV, the
density of states of the RE element is dominated by thed
electrons~which is also supported by XPS data24 for pure RE
elements!, which are responsible for the maximum in th
optical conductivity s (v) at hv'2 eV.25 Because RE
5d→Mn3d transitions are forbidden by optical selectio
rules, d states of an RE element are insignificant from t
standpoint of optical transitions.

The 4f electrons in Mn/Dy/Bi films are in the ferromag
netic matrix and can be magnetized bys–f exchange cou-
pling. In this case, however, in contrast to pure RE eleme
where intratomic s–f exchange interaction is dominan
Js2 f;1 eV,26 the 4f electronic spins interact also with th
band electrons of Mn, and this interaction is an order
magnitude weaker. Therefore, one may neglect the excha
splitting of the 4f levels and present the Mn/Dy/Bi band
structure model as a superposition of the Dy density of st
in Fig. 4a. Because of the lack of literature data on the d
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sity of states of Dy in a compound, one can use for t
purpose the local density of states of Tb,27 which was
derived23 directly from XPS and XPS21 spectra for
Tb21Fe79. This density of states, calculated taking into a
count the joint density-of-states function for ferromagne
Gd,28 is shown in Fig. 5a by dashed and dot-and-dash li
for the 4f and 5d electrons atT50. The hybridization of the
4 f and 5d electrons of Dy with the 3d electrons of Mn was
taken into account. The case of parallel Dy and Mn s
orientation, i.e.MDy↑↑MMn , andJd f.0 was considered. It
is assumed that there is no spin splitting of the Dy 5d band,
or it is very small. Based on this model, Fig. 5a can permit
to find the additional transitions contributing to the Kerr e
fect enhancement that can be induced by incorporation
Dy. These transitions are listed in Table II. Figures 4 and
offer a possibility of making a rough estimate of the cont
butions due to these transitions. The transitions numbere
4, 5, and 8 should not contribute, because the density ofp
states should already be involved in the transitions obser
in MnBi, i.e., Bi6p– Mn3d. The intensity of transition 6 is
extremely weak because of the low density of unoccup
spin-up Mn 3d states. The contributions due to the oth
transitions are of about the same order of magnitude.
above figures permit determining the limits on the energy
each transition, which are also given in Table II. By t
transition energyDE one understands the difference betwe
the energies of the final and initial states. The subscripti on

FIG. 5. Superposition of MnBi and Dy DOS for~a! parallel and~b! anti-
parallel Mn and Dy spin orientation.
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the energy identifies the edge of the density-of-i-states band
closest to the Fermi level.

Table III presents similar data for the case of antipara
Dy and Mn spin orientation. The corresponding density-
states function is shown in Fig. 5b. One readily sees that
transitions labeled 1 and 4 do not contribute for the abo
mentioned reason. The intensities of transitions 2, 3, 5, 7
and 9 are of about the same order of magnitude, becaus
densities of the corresponding initial and final states dif
insignificantly. Transition 10 may provide a noticeable co
tribution. Note also the 4f↓→3d↓ transition, which may
become strong under certain conditions.

The limits on the energies of possible transitions can
estimated quantitatively taking due account of the fact t
the edges of the Dy4f bands may differ from those presente
in Fig. 5a and 5b for Tb. Published XPS data suggest that
maximum in the density of Dy4f states inRE-Fe2 lies closer
to the Fermi level than that for Tb.29 Tables II and III give
the ranges for the contribution of possible transitions, wh
were determined under the assumption that the filled 4f band
is shifted toward the Fermi level only by 1 eV compared
the diagram in Figs. 4 and 5a, i.e.,Ef↓521.4 eV, and the
others, in accordance with the figure, areE3d↓50.3 eV,
DE3d↓50.5 eV, Ef↑52.6 eV, andDEf↑53 eV. Note also
that this shift should be accompanied by about the same
of the unfilled 4f band toward higher energies,27 and vanish-

TABLE II. Possible transitions in Mn/Dy/Bi films for parallel Dy and Mn
spin orientation.

No.
n/n

Possible
transitions Transition energy

Significant transition
interval, nm

1 5d ↑→6p ↑ DE.0 400–1000
2 5d ↓→6p ↓ DE.0 400–1000
3 6p ↑→5d ↑ 0,DE,E5d↑ 770–1000
4 6p ↓→5d ↓ 0,DE,E5d↓ 770–1000
5 4f ↑→6p ↑ DE.Ef↑ 400–860
6 4f ↑→3d ↑ D.Ef↑ 400–860
7 4f ↑→5d ↑ Ef↑1E5d↑.DE.Ef↑ 400–860
8 6p ↓→4 f ↓ Ef↓1DEf↓.DE.Ef↓ 400–860
9 3d ↓→4 f ↓ Ef↓1DEf↓.DE.Ef↓ 400–860

10 5d ↓→4 f ↓ Ef↓1DEf↓.DE.Ef↓ 400–860

TABLE III. Possible transitions in Mn/Dy/Bi films for antiparallel Dy an
Mn spin orientation.

No.
n/n

Possible
transitions Transition energy

Significant transition
interval, nm

1 5d ↑→6p ↑ DE.0 400–1000
2 5d ↓→6p ↓ DE.0 400–1000
3 6p ↑→5d ↑ 0,DE,E5d↑ 770–1000
4 6p ↓→5d ↓ 0,DE,E5d↓ 770–1000
5 4f ↓→6p ↓ DE.Ef↓ 400–860
6 4f ↓→3d ↓ Ef↓1E3d↓1DE3d↓

.DE.Ef↓1E3d↓

560–730

7 4f ↓→5d ↓ Ef↓1E5d↓.DE.Ef↓ 400–860
8 6p ↑→4 f ↑ Ef↑1DEf↑.DE.Ef↑ 400–500
9 3d ↑→4 f ↑ Ef↑1DEf↑.DE.Ef↑ 400–500

10 5d ↑→4 f ↑ Ef↑1DEf↑.DE.Ef↑ 400–500
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ing of the contributions due to transitions terminating
unfilled 4f states.

As seen from Table II, in the case ofMDy↑↑MMn the
contributions due to possible transitions should be uniform
distributed within the 400–1000-nm wavelength range un
consideration. The intensities of these transitions are of ab
the same order of magnitude, i.e., they can produce on
shift of the spectral curve as a whole toward higher values
uk and cannot give rise to the energy shift of the maximu
observed for Mn/Dy/Bi, which, as in the case of MnBi,
provided by the Bi6p↓→ Mn3d↓ transitions. The pattern fo
theMDy↓↑MMn case is approximately the same. The relev
transition 4f↓→3d↓, however, should contribute substa
tially within the wavelength interval determined by the wid
of the peak of unfilled Mn3d↓ states, and it corresponds i
this case to the interval of the observed maximum in the K
effect. There are unfortunately no data on the mutual ori
tation of the Dy and Mn spins, and the decrease in magn
zation observed in Mn/Dy/Bi films cannot be considered
evidence for their antiparallel orientation, because it can
caused by a decrease in crystallite size.17

In Mn compounds with Dy one observes both ferr
magnetic30 and antiferromagnetic31 spin ordering of these el
ements, with the magnetic properties depending to a con
erable extent on interatomic distance32. It may be conjec-
tured that ordering, similar to RE~Fe,Co!33 compounds,
varies from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic with increa
ing distance between the RE and Mn atoms. If Dy ato
occupy intermediate positions in the MnBi cell, the distan
between the Mn and Dy atoms is larger than when they s
stitute for Bi atoms, i.e. in the second case antiferromagn
ordering is more probable. As already mentioned, the
positions depend on the technology by which the Dy w
incorporated, and, hence, the differences in the MO prop
ties between Mn/Dy/Bi and MnBiDy films may be due to th
fact that these films differ to a certain extent in the mutu
ordering of Mn and Dy spins and in the corresponding co
tributions due to the above transitions.

For the caseMDy↑↑MMn, if the unfilled 4f band is nar-
row enough, the maximum in the Kerr effect can be assig
to transitions to this band. The interval within which the
transitions provide a contribution should be determined
the width of the peak of unfilled 4f states, so that, for in-
stance, in the case ofEf↓51.6 eV corresponding to Fig. 6
and DEf↓;0.8 eV it extends from 520 to 770 nm. Henc
such transitions may produce the maximum inuk observed
exactly within this wavelength interval. Electronic structu
calculations, which were carried out by means of the LMT
method localized to a maximum extent and were based
the atomic-sphere approximation and the recursive appro
showed that the position and width of the peak of unfilledf
states in RE-TM amorphous films depend on the RE typ34

It was shown also that variation of interatomic distan
within 1 to 2% for the same atomic content shifts this pe
by 0.3 eV. Hence there is a possibility of varying the wid
and position of the peak of unfilled 4f states by properly
choosing the corresponding composition.

Figure 6a and 6b displays the densities of states ca
lated taking into account the spin splitting of the 5d band for
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the JMnDy.0 and JMnDy,0 cases, respectively. Althoug
splittings above 4 eV are not likely,35 it is this limiting case
that is depicted in the figure. An estimate of the intensity
the additional transitions shows that in theMDy↑↑MMn case
the transitions terminating on the 5d↑ state~transitions 3 and
7 in Table II! are no longer operative, as are also transitio
4 and 7 in Table III ending on the 5d↓ state in the
MDy↓↑MMn case. Because these transitions cover toge
the whole wavelength interval considered here, it can be
sumed that the spectral curve undergoes a lowering a
whole in both cases, although there is a certain increas
intensity for transitions starting from the 5d↓ state~transi-
tion 10! in the first case and from the 5d↑ state in the second
~transition 10!. All the other transitions do not change.

A more detailed consideration made for theMDy↑↑MMn

case~Fig. 6a! shows that the effect of splitting depends
temperature. As the temperature increases, the 5d↑ band
shifts toward the Fermi level and crosses it at a tempera
T5T* . For T.T* , the transitions which disappeared b
cause of the splitting, Bi6p↑→ Dy5d↑ and Dy4f↑
→ Dy5d↑, become operative again, to be accompanied b
growth in conductivity. A similar situation is observed in th
MDy↓↑MMn case~Fig. 6b!, i.e., atT5T* the vanished tran-
sitions, 6p↓→5d↓ and 4f↓→5d↓, reappear, to give rise to
an upward shift of theuk spectral response as a whole.

Thus the model proposed here permits a detailed an
sis of the contribution to the MO effect due to addition
transitions which may be induced by Dy doping. One m

FIG. 6. Superposition of MnBi and Dy DOS with inclusion of the sp
splitting of Dy5d band for~a! parallel and~b! antiparallel Mn and Dy spin
orientation.
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thus conclude that, if the filled Dy4f band in Mn/Dy/Bi films
lies sufficiently close to the Fermi level, a maximum in th
uk spectrum may appear only for antiparallel orientation
Dy and Mn spins, and it will be dominated by 4f↓→3d↓
transitions. If the unfilled 4f band is very narrow and is
located sufficiently close to the Fermi level, then a maximu
may appear in the spectrum due to new transitions only
the parallel-orientation case. This maximum may be cont
uted by 6p↓→4 f↓, 3d↓→4 f↓, and 5d↓→4 f↓ transitions.
As already pointed out, the shift of the unfilled 4f band
toward the Fermi level should be accompanied by the co
sponding shift of the edge of the filled 4f band toward higher
binding energies,27 and it is this band~i.e. the 4f↓→3d↓
transitions! that will account for the maximum in the Ker
effect observed13 in the short-wavelength region. The sp
splitting of the 5d band lowers theuk spectral-response
curve, which rises again with increasing temperature.

The present consideration of the reasons which may
responsible for the Kerr effect enhancement in Mn/Dy/
films is of a preliminary nature. Further structural studies
such films, as well as theoretical calculations taking into
count different positions of Dy atoms in the MnBi cell, in
vestigation of the optical and magneto-optic properties m
within a broader wavelength range and for different tempe
tures, combined with XPS analysis, will offer a possibility
corroborating the influence of the above factors on the K
effect, as well as to determine quantitatively the contribut
of each of them to its enhancement.
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